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We will examine the post fire view for other signs of reconstruction. Two sailing ships sit beside the partially reconstructed King Street Wharf, and the dark horizontal mass behind them and at the top of the pier may be part of the rebuilt bunkers. Two more ships appear on the far left of the scene – one a schooner and the other a side-wheeler. They may be either in line waiting for their turn at the revived coal wharf or trading at the Stetson and Post mill whose wharf – probably still a work-in-progress – is spreading, far left, beyond the coal pier. Eleven pile drivers can be confidently located in this photograph including one that is off the waterfront and near the southeast corner of Washington Street and Occidental Avenue. It can be found here nearly surrounded by tents in the dark patch of ruins on the left. [149] That driver is preparing the foundation for the Standard Theatre – one of the Tenderloin District’s better-known and bawdy box houses. Later renamed the Our House Theatre, the Standard was among the (about) 130 brick buildings built during 1889 – most of them in the burned district. [150] It took only five months to complete the theatre. Even by present standards this was fast – but not so fast as Guy Phinney. The oversized tycoon explained to a local reporter for the Times edition of August 14, “After the fire of June 6, I excavated about 1000 yards of dirt from my lot on the corner of Front and Seneca streets, put in a granite foundation and granite basement … built my 4 story brick building trimmed with granite … and put the roof on within sixty days from the date of the fire.” The New Standard was the first post-fire brick theatre in town, and with its arches and ornaments somewhat fancier than Phinney’s block. When it opened on November 18, the theatre was only one week late for celebrating Pres. Harrison’s November 11 proclamation granting Washington statehood. But then, being too late to welcome in the state, there was no need for the Standard’s manager to make the opening night show both patriotic and prurient. The former site of the Oregon Improvement Company’s City and Ocean docks appears in the attached photograph right-ofcenter above the row of tents facing Yesler Way. The fire completely consumed the sizeable pier sheds and, a week after the fire, the horseshoe shaped piers themselves were still a familiar pattern of dilapidated stubs. And yet three weeks after the fire on the evening of June 26 the Ocean Dock had been improved enough to begin receiving ships, an eventuality that the Post-Intelligencer noted would “relieve the scarcity of landing facilities materially – it does away with the heavy pull up the Union Street hill.” Schwabacher’s post-fire crowding – and exclusivity – would be soon relieved. Here, perhaps a week or two after the P-I’s announcement, ships – steam and sail – are tied respectively to the waterside of the old Ocean Dock and in the slip at the foot of Washington Street. As sure as the West Seattle Land Company has clear cut most of Duwamish Head on the right horizon and cut the right-of-way for its cable cars into the bank above Harbor Avenue, the reader can find in this scene the two substantial objects that survived the fire even while being engulfed by it. These resilient artifacts are the Dexter Horton bank – the one story brick structure at the northwest corner of Washington and Commercial (First Avenue south) – and Ballast Island, the island made (hence the artifact) of imported land. A banner with the bank’s name has been strapped along its front façade just below the roofline and can be easily found above the right side of the largest tent facing Yesler Way. [151] The probably freshly tarred new roof of the bank Oregon Improvement Company New Piers, Dexter Horton Bank: - 1889
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[147] The burned district south of Yesler Way as seen from the front porch of the County Court House at 3rd and Jefferson that soon after became Seattle’s City Hall, AKA the Katzenjammer Kastle. The KKastle was named for the then popular comic strip “The Katzenjammer Kids” that included sprawling structures like what city hall soon became as it attached several additions to administer city government in the booming post-fire community. A ca.1906 view of it appears here as No.148.
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[151] Dexter Horton Bank



[152] Panorama, ca. 1890, of Post-1889-Fire waterfront from King St. Oregon Improvement Co. King St. Wharf



[153] Ca. 1901 record of piers from King St. Coal Wharf – Denny Hotel on Horizon.
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City Hall, ca. 1906



shines above its sign, and directly above the roof, and between it and the steamer tied to the far side of the pier, is the barely detectable lumpy pile of Ballast Island. Following the fire, the Oregon Improvement Company rebuilt their Ocean and City docks in nearly the same configuration, although they extended further into the bay. The Ocean Dock between Washington and Main Street protruded the furthest. The City Dock entered the bay between Main and Jackson Streets. [152 & 153] The post-fire pier sheds were given curving roofs, and this new shape has continuity with the curving roof of the contemporary Pier 48 at the foot of Main Street (More on this below). The 1893 Sanborn real estate map (see No.100 above) shows the outline of the Oregon Improvement Company’s two docks between Washington and Jackson Street and also the outline of Ballast Island – a variation of the ying-yang symbol – where it half-fills the open hole between Dock A, the waterfront trestle and the two narrow timber quays that lead from the waterfront to the dock. The 1893 map also shows the post-fire shape and reach of the rebuilt Yesler Wharf. The enlargement of the OIC’s piers and of Railroad Avenue itself diminished the old pre-fire dominance of Yesler’s wharf. The narrow Hatfield’s wharf between Yesler’s Wharf and Washington Street was also rebuilt following the fire, and on its south side is the gridiron for the high tide landing of scows – or anything that will fit. The gridiron extends into the bay at the foot of Washington Street, and appears in detail in a mid-1890s photograph taken from the bay. [154] The latter also illustrates the continued use of this rare public landing by a flotilla of native dugouts. The reader may recall (or consult) that on the far left of the 1869 Robinson panorama of Seattle, a row of dugouts also appears at the foot of Washington Street. A few photographs survive of Ballast Island – parts of it – soon after the clearing of rubble and during the early stages of the rebuilding. As already noted, the island was a staging area for Indians on their way to the White River Valley (Green River) to pick hops. [155] The late summer hop harvest provided about four weeks employment and often got going in mid September, but the “gathering of tribes” on Ballast Island started at least a few weeks before. With a racist reportorial tone that was then typical when treating on native subjects the Times for Aug. 21 (eleven weeks after the fire) describes this gathering so. “The ballast-made isle back of the Ocean dock, which is annually the camping ground of the Indians, is fast being populated with the dusky aborigines, who are gathering for the hop picking which commences soon. As the day dawns great crowds congregate about the denselypopulated isle and gaze with intense interest upon the mode of preparing the morning meal. The mode is after the rude state of domestication and elicits much comment from all, especially the tourists, who stand awe stricken at the curious procedure. The native have brought their frail canoes and fishing tackles along and will spend the interregnum between now and hop picking time in catching the denizens of the deep. This is the favorite sport of the noble savage and none can excel him in it. Soon, however, his swarthy lineaments will not be subject to the tourist’s intent gaze, for he will be located amongst the hopvines where he can pursue his domestic life unnoticed.” Ballast Island - 1889



“Indian Watching” Bartering Baskets & Small Canoes



The first post-fire gathering on the waterfront’s one permanent fixture – the foreign soil of Ballast Island – and the procession
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[154] Public boat launch & gridiron at the foot of Washington Street, ca. 1894



Right, plaque describing Ballast Island



[155] Ballast Island Scene, post-fire 1889



[156] Ballast Island “IndianWatching” ca. 1894



to the hops that followed was the last year of the old and prospering hop economy. The hop louse made its first appearance in 1889 and hit the crops severely the following year. Thereafter, although the annual harvest continued into the 20th Century, the hop yield fell drastically as did the price of hops sold. There were, however, other reasons for the Indians to visit Ballast Island. As noted above, the extraordinary boom in the city’s population that followed the fire of 1889 brought to Seattle persons who considered the region’s Indians a form of exotic entertainment. This was the second wave of “Indian watchers”, some of whom were still into shooting Indians – but with cameras not guns. For the old timers who had often worked side-by-side in logging, fishing and agriculture with “those who came first,” their indigenous hosts were no longer exotic. But for the Midwestern rubes they were and often enough the Indians could see them coming. There was lots of bartering both on Ballast Island and on the corners of the business district. The Indians often arrived with dugouts stuffed with goods – small totems, bows and arrows, mats, baskets – or even towing a line to which might be tied a small canoe or two for sale. It was noted at the time by savvy reporters that “many came out the loser in sharp bargains driven by Indians for curios and other Indian merchandize of which they never failed to bring several canoe loads.” And another, “He is a shrewd trader and once his price is set he is not to be shaken; he will accept nothing less. Going home, the Siwash is more of an aristocrat; he has money to spend and he has lost the art of discernment, so far as the value of money goes. When he sees he buys, if he has the least bit of a notion that he wants it.” (This last observation sounds like the racist version of the just as old domestic stereotype of the wifely shopping spree.) A mid-1890s photograph looking west over Ballast Island toward the Pier Shed on the Ocean Dock – by then renamed “Oregon Improvement A” – shows a line-up of “Indian Watchers” who have joined their subjects on Ballast Island in the late morning. Perhaps one or another of them will purchase a basket – if they are smart. [156] Until it was planked over in the late 1890s Ballast Island would also occasionally make it into the news. During the winter of 1891 a local paper reported, “The Oregon Improvement Company tried to remove some forty clam-selling, garbage-raking remnants of a great people” who were camped on the island. The attempt ultimately failed because, as noted, both trading with Indians and watching them were popular pursuits and not easily censored. Rather, Ballast Island became a sanctuary. In the spring of 1893 a local daily titled another story, “Exodus of Red Men from West Seattle. Sorrowful tale of sufferings and loss attending their eviction from across the Bay. Within the past week there has been a noticeable increase in the number of red denizens on Ballast Island, who are present without their usual incentive of attending the hop fields.” A gang of official acting vigilantes had burned eight Native American homes along the Harbor Avenue beach on the east side of Elliott Bay. In the summer the Island community kept getting bigger. On the third of July 1895 the Times noted, “This morning 20 to 30 canoes were lined up on its [Ballast Island’s] diminutive sides while almost as many tents and lean-tos decorate its top. One racing canoe, 40 feet long and 35 inches a beam, was being worked on. The racing canoes were kept carefully covered with blankets and matting the same as if they had been a race horse.” Ballast Island Sanctuary - 1893
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